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Nanotech found in Pfizer jab in New Zealand 
 

Last week NZDSOS was asked to a private  New Zealand laboratory where expert 

microscopy analysis was being performed on the contents of the Pfizer Comirnaty vials. 

 

This has revealed that the vials contain advanced nanotechnology components which appear 

to be deliberately included in these vials - for an undisclosed purpose, and without any 

discussions. 

Overseas groups started reporting these findings late last year and we have been attempting  

to confirm or refute that work, especially in light of the injury and death toll from the rollout 

being obviously much worse than official figures suggested. We have submitted our concerns 

to government over and over.   

The documentary proof produced by this laboratory analysis has now been supplied to 

Ministers after regulators pulled out of our arranged meeting last Friday. Members of our 

Parliament Health Select Committee were also alerted on Friday 28th January 2022 in a 

livestream submission. No-one has rung us or our lawyers since. We beg them to test our 

evidence. 

We are outraged that this type of 'contamination' should be present in the  Pfizer Comirnaty 

vials, especially after the relentless narrative barrage and censorship  So we again call for the 

roll out of this nation-wide vaccination campaign to be halted immediately until this apparent 

witches brew is fully understood and revealed. 

The shocking discovery of  nanotechnology components in these New Zealand vaccine vials  

must now destroy any possible trust in this Pfizer product. No NZ citizen could possibly have 

given informed consent to being injected with  nanotechnology components! 

Medsafe was earlier found guilty of breaching its own rules when it gave provisional consent 

for Pfizer Comirnaty so the government quickly changed the law. Why is this government so 

'hell bent' on vaccinating everyone with an experimental product? Why no exemptions for 

vaccine-injured citizens?  Why inject children? 

These and many other questions must be asked by the press, and ideally by NZ Police, to 

whom these findings should scream potential criminality. 

Some evidence has already been released – not by us – and we understand that soon the world 

will see it all. We just carry the message, but can you dare risk ignoring it? 


